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Abstract

Large Pre-trained Language Models (PLMs)001
have become ubiquitous in the development002
of language understanding technology and lie003
at the heart of many artificial intelligence ad-004
vances. While advances reported for English005
using PLMs are unprecedented, reported ad-006
vances using PLMs for Hebrew are few and007
far between. The problem is twofold. First,008
so far, Hebrew resources for training large lan-009
guage models are not of the same magnitude010
as their English counterparts. Second, there011
are no accepted benchmarks to evaluate the012
progress of Hebrew PLMs on, and in particular,013
sub-word (morphological) tasks. We aim to014
remedy both aspects. We present AlephBERT,015
a large PLM for Modern Hebrew, trained on016
larger vocabulary and a larger dataset than any017
Hebrew PLM before. Moreover, we introduce018
a novel language-agnostic architecture that can019
recover all of the sub-word morphological seg-020
ments encoded in contextualized word embed-021
ding vectors. Based on this new morphological022
component we offer a new PLM evaluation023
suite consisting of multiple tasks and bench-024
marks, that cover sentence level word-level and025
sub-word level analyses. On all tasks, Aleph-026
BERT obtains state-of-the-art results beyond027
contemporary Hebrew baselines. We make our028
AlephBERT model, the morphological extrac-029
tion mode, and the Hebrew evaluation suite030
publicly available, providing a single point of031
entry for assessing Hebrew PLMs.032

1 Introduction033

We presents a case study of PLM development for034

a morphologically-rich and medium-resourced lan-035

guage. Specifically, we address Modern Hebrew,036

a Semitic language, long known to be notoriously037

hard to process (Tsarfaty et al., 2019). The chal-038

lenges posed to automatically processing Hebrew039

and obtaining good accuracy on downstream tasks040

stem from (at least) two main factors. The first is041

the internal-complexity of word-tokens, resulting042

from the rich morphology, complex orthography, 043

and lack of diacritization in Hebrew written texts. 044

Space-delimited tokens have non-transparent de- 045

composition and are highly ambiguous, making 046

even the simplest of the tasks in the pipeline very 047

challenging (Tsarfaty et al., 2019). The second 048

factor is the fact that Modern Hebrew, with only a 049

few dozens of millions of native speakers, is often 050

studied in resource-scarce settings. 051

Contextualized word representations, provided 052

by models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and 053

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), were shown in recent 054

years to be critical for obtaining state-of-the-art 055

performance on a wide range of Natural Language 056

Processing (NLP) tasks — such as tagging and 057

parsing, question answering, natural language infer- 058

ence, text summarization, natural language genera- 059

tion, and many more. These contextualized word 060

representations are obtained by pre-training a large 061

language model on massive quantities of unlabeled 062

textual data, aiming to optimize simple yet effec- 063

tive objectives such as masked word prediction and 064

next sentence prediction. 065

While advances reported for English using such 066

models are unprecedented, in Modern Hebrew, pre- 067

viously reported results using PLMs are far from 068

satisfactory. Specifically, the BERT-based Hebrew 069

section of multilingual-BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 070

(henceforth, mBERT), did not provide a similar 071

boost in performance as observed by the English 072

section of mBERT. In fact, for several reported 073

tasks, the mBERT model results are on a par with 074

pre-neural models, or neural models based on non- 075

contextualized embedding (Tsarfaty et al., 2020; 076

Klein and Tsarfaty, 2020). An additional Hebrew 077

BERT-based model, HeBERT (Chriqui and Yahav, 078

2021), has been recently released, yet without em- 079

pirical evidence of performance improvements on 080

key components of the Hebrew NLP pipeline. 081

The deficiency in Hebrew resources is problem- 082

atic for PLM development in at least two ways. 083
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First, the amount of raw text published and avail-084

able for training PLMs is relatively small. To wit,085

the Hebrew Wikipedia used for training mBERT086

is of orders of magnitude smaller than the English087

Wikipedia (See Table 1). Secondly, there are no088

commonly accepted benchmarks for evaluating the089

performance of Hebrew PLMs on NL processing090

and understanding tasks. Translation of the English091

NLU benchmarks into Hebrew is a feasible solution092

for initial PLM evaluation. However no such effort093

has been undertaken to date, and, more importantly,094

such tasks do not address morphological-level eval-095

uation, which is critical for Morphologically Rich096

Languages (MLRs).097

Evaluating BERT-based models on morpheme-098

level tasks is non trivial. PLMs employ sub-word099

tokenization mechanisms such as WordPiece and100

Byte-Pair Encoding, for the purposes of minimiz-101

ing Out-Of-Vocabulary words. These sub-word102

tokens are generated in a pre-processing step and103

passed as input to the PLM. In particular they are104

generated in a statistical manner without utiliza-105

tion of linguistic information, and consequently106

these sub-word tokens are assigned contextualized107

vectors by PLMs but they do not reflect morpholog-108

ical segments in any way. Extracting morphologi-109

cal units from contextualized vectors provided by110

PLMs is thus challenging, yet necessary in order to111

enable morphological level evaluation. To address112

this we introduce a novel language-agnostic archi-113

tecture that recovers the morphological sub-word114

segments encoded in the contextualized embed-115

dings output by PLMs.116

We propose an evaluation setup for PLMs cover-117

ing various processing levels tailored to fit MRLs,118

i.e. test on sentence, word and most importantly119

sub-word morphological tasks. These tasks in-120

clude: Segmentation, Part-of-Speech Tagging,121

full Morphological Tagging, Dependency Pars-122

ing, Named Entity Recognition and Sentiment123

Analysis.124

We present AlephBERT, a Hebrew pre-trained125

language model, larger and trained on more data126

than any Hebrew PLM before, and confirm SOTA127

results on all existing Hebrew benchmarks and128

scheme variants. We make our PLM and online129

demo publicly available1 allowing to qualitatively130

assess present and future Hebrew PLMs.131

1www.anonymous.org

2 Previous Work 132

Contextualized word embedding vectors are a ma- 133

jor driver for improved performance of deep learn- 134

ing models on many NLU tasks. Initially, ELMo 135

(Peters et al., 2018) and ULMFit (Howard and 136

Ruder, 2018) introduced contextualized word em- 137

bedding frameworks by training LSTM-based mod- 138

els on massive amounts of texts. The linguistic 139

quality encoded in these models was demonstrated 140

over 6 NLU tasks: Question Answering, Textual 141

Entailment, Semantic Role labeling, Coreference 142

Resolution, Name Entity Extraction, and Sentiment 143

Analysis. The next big leap was obtained with 144

the introduction of the GPT-1 framework by Rad- 145

ford and Sutskever (2018). Instead of using LSTM 146

layers, GPT is based on 12 layers of Transformer 147

decoders with each decoder layer is composed of 148

a 768-dimensional feed-forward layer and 12 self- 149

attention heads. Devlin et al. (2019) followed along 150

the same lines as GPT and implemented Bidirec- 151

tional Encoder Representations from Transformers, 152

or BERT in short. BERT attends to the input tokens 153

in both forward and backward directions while op- 154

timizing a Masked Language Model and a Next 155

Sentence Prediction objective objectives. 156

BERT Benchmarks An integral part involved in 157

developing various PLMs is providing NLU multi- 158

task benchmarks used to demonstrate the linguistic 159

abilities of new models and approaches. English 160

BERT models are evaluated on 3 standard major 161

benchmarks. The Stanford Question Answering 162

Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is used 163

to test paragraph level reading comprehension abil- 164

ities. Wang et al. (2018) selected a diverse and 165

relatively hard set of sentence and sentence-pair 166

tasks which comprise the General Language Un- 167

derstanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark. The 168

SWAG (Situations With Adversarial Generations) 169

dataset (Zellers et al., 2018) presents models with 170

partial description of grounded situations to see if 171

they can consistently predict relevant scenarios that 172

come next thus indicating the ability for common- 173

sense reasoning. When evaluating Hebrew PLMs, 174

one of the key pitfalls is that there are no Hebrew 175

versions for these benchmarks. Furthermore, none 176

of the suggested benchmarks account for examin- 177

ing the capacity of PLMs. In particular, currently 178

there is no standard accepted way for evaluating the 179

word-internal morphological structures which are 180

inherent for MRLs and for the Hebrew language. 181
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2.1 Multilingual vs Monolingual BERT182

Devlin et al. (2019) produced 2 BERT models for183

English and Chinese. To support other languages184

they trained a multilingual BERT (mBERT) model185

combining texts covering over 100 languages. They186

hoped to benefit low resourced languages with187

the linguistic information obtained from other lan-188

guages with large dataset sizes. In reality however189

mBERT performance on specific languages have190

not been as successful as English.191

Consequently several research efforts focused192

on building monolingual BERT models as well193

as providing language specific evaluation bench-194

marks. Liu et al. (2019) trained CamemBERT, a195

French BERT model evaluated on syntactic and196

semantic tasks in addition to natural language infer-197

ence tasks. Rybak et al. (2020) trained HerBERT,198

a BERT PLM for Polish. They evaluated it on a199

diverse set of existing NLU benchmarks as well200

as a new dataset for sentiment analysis for the e-201

commerce domain. Polignano et al. (2019) created202

Alberto, a BERT model for Italian, using a massive203

tweet collection. They tested it on NLU tasks - sub-204

jectivity, polarity (sentiment) and irony detection205

in tweets. In order to obtain a large enough training206

corpus in low-resources languages such as Finnish207

(Virtanen et al., 2019) and Persian (Farahani et al.,208

2020) a great deal of effort went into filtering and209

cleaning text samples obtained from web crawls.210

Languages with rich morphology introduce an-211

other challenge involving identification and ex-212

traction of sub-word morphological information.213

Nguyen and Tuan Nguyen (2020) applied a special-214

ized segmenter on the training data and normalized215

all the syllables and words before training their216

Vietnamese PheBERT model. In Arabic, like in217

Hebrew, words are composed of sub-word mor-218

phological units with each morpheme acting as219

a single syntactic unit (the way words are in En-220

glish). Antoun et al. (2020) acknowledged this by221

pre-processing the training data using a morpho-222

logical segmenter producing segments that were223

used instead of the actual words to train AraBERT.224

Doing so they were able to produce output vectors225

that correspond to morphological segments as op-226

posed to the original words. On the other hand,227

this approach requires the application of the same228

segmenter at inference time as well.229

Like any pipeline approach, this setup is sus-230

ceptible to error propagation stemming from the231

fact that words can be morphologically ambiguous232

Language Oscar Size Wikipedia Articles
English 2.3T 6,282,774
Russian 1.2T 1,713,164
Chinese 508G 1,188,715
French 282G 2,316,002
Arabic 82G 1,109,879
Hebrew 20G 292,201

Table 1: Corpora Size Comparison: High-resource (and
Medium-resourced) languages vs. Hebrew.

Corpus File Size Sentences Words
Oscar (deduped) 9.8GB 20.9M 1,043M
Twitter 6.9GB 71.5M 774M
Wikipedia 1.1GB 6.3M 127M
Total 17.9GB 98.7M 1.9B

Table 2: Data Statistics for AlephBERT’s training sets.

and the predicted segments in fact might not rep- 233

resent the correct interpretation of the words. As 234

a result, the quality of the PLM depends on the 235

accuracy achieved by the segmenting component. 236

We, on the other hand, do not make any changes 237

to the input, letting the PLM encode relevant mor- 238

phological information associated with complete 239

Hebrew words. Rather, we post-process the output 240

by transforming contextualized word vectors into 241

morphological-level segments to be used by the 242

downstream tasks. 243

Across all of the above-mentioned language- 244

specific PLMs, evaluation was performed on the 245

token-,sentence- or paragraph-level. Non of these 246

benchmarks examine the capacity of PLMs to en- 247

code sub-word morphological-level information 248

which we focus on in this work. 249

3 AlephBERT Pre-Training 250

Data The PLM termed here AlephBERT is 251

trained on a larger dataset and a larger vocabu- 252

lary than any Hebrew BERT instantiation before. 253

The Hebrew portions of Oscar and Wikipedia pro- 254

vides us with a training set size order of magnitude 255

smaller compared with resource-savvy languages, 256

as shown in Table 1. In order to build a strong 257

PLM we need a considerable boost in the amount 258

of sentences the PLM can learn from, which in our 259

case comes form massive amounts of tweets added 260

to the training set. We acknowledge the potential 261

inherent concerns associated with this data source 262

(population bias, behavior patterns, bot masquerad- 263

ing as humans etc.) and note that we have not 264

made any explicit attempt to identify these cases. 265
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Honoring ethical and legal constraints we have not266

manually analyzed nor published this data source.267

While the free form language expressed in tweets268

might differ significantly from the text found in269

Oscar and Wikipedia, the sheer volume of tweets270

helps us close the resource gap substantially with271

minimal effort. Data statistics are provided in Ta-272

ble 2.273

Specifically, we employ the following datasets274

for pre-training:275

• Oscar: A deduplicated Hebrew portion of276

the OSCARcorpus which is “extracted from277

Common Crawl via language classification,278

filtering and cleaning” (Ortiz Suárez et al.,279

2020).280

• Twitter: Texts of Hebrew tweets collected be-281

tween 2014-09-28 and 2018-03-07. We man-282

ually cleaned up the texts by removing mark-283

ers (such “RT:”, user mentions (e.g. “@user-284

name”), and URLs), and eliminating dupli-285

cates.286

• Wikipedia: The texts in all of Hebrew287

Wikipedia, extracted using Attardi (2015)2288

Configuration We used the Transformers train-289

ing framework of Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020)290

and trained two different models — a small model291

with 6 hidden layers learned from the Oscar portion292

of our dataset, and a base model with 12 hidden293

layers which was trained on the entire dataset. The294

processing units used are wordpieces generated295

by training BERT tokenizers over the respective296

datasets with a vocabulary size of 52K in both cases.297

Following the work on RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)298

we optimize AlephBERT with a masked-token pre-299

diction loss. We deploy the default masking config-300

uration - 15% of word piece tokens are masked, In301

80% of the cases, they are replaced by [MASK], in302

10% of the cases, they are replaced by a random to-303

ken and in the remaining cases, the masked tokens304

are left as is.305

Operation To optimize GPU utilization and de-306

crease training time we split the dataset into 4307

chunks based on the number of tokens in a sen-308

tence and consequently we are able to increase309

batch sizes, resulting in dramatically shorter train-310

ing times.311

We trained for 5 epochs with learning rate set312

to 1e-4 followed by an additional 5 epochs with313

2We make the corpus available on www.anonymous.com .

chunk1 chunk2 chunk3 chunk4
max tokens 0>32 32>64 64>128 128>512
num sentences 70M 20M 5M 2M

learning rate set to 5e-5 for a total of 10 epochs. We 314

trained AlephBERTbase over the entire dataset on 315

an NVidia DGX server with 8 V100 GPUs which 316

took us 8 days. AlephBERTsmall was trained over 317

the Oscar portion only using 4 GTX 2080ti GPUs 318

taking 5 days in total. 319

4 Experimental Setup 320

Our two AlephBERT variants allow us to empiri- 321

cally gauge the effect of model size and data size 322

on the quality of the language model. In addition, 323

we compared the performance of all Hebrew BERT 324

instantiations on various Hebrew NLP tasks using 325

the following benchmarks: 326

• Word Segmentation, Part-of-Speech Tag- 327

ging, Full Morphological Tagging, Depen- 328

dency Parsing: 329

– The Hebrew Section of the SPMRL Task 330

(Seddah et al., 2013) 331

– The Hebrew Section of the UD3 tree- 332

banks collection (Sadde et al., 2018) 333

• Named Entity Recognition: 334

– Token-based NER evaluation based on 335

the Ben-Mordecai (henceforth BMC) 336

corpus (Ben Mordecai and Elhadad, 337

2005) 338

– Token-based and Morpheme-based NER 339

evaluation based on the Named Entities 340

and MOrphology (henceforth NEMO) 341

corpus (Bareket and Tsarfaty, 2020) 342

• Sentiment Analysis: 343

– Sentiment Analysis evaluation based on 344

a fixed version of the Facebook (hence- 345

forth FB) corpus of Amram et al. (2018). 346

4.1 Sentence-Based Modeling 347

Sentiment Analysis We first report on a classifi- 348

cation task, assigning a sentence with one of three 349

values: negative, positive, neutral. By appending 350

a classification head we turn a BERT model into 351

a sentence level classifier (utilizing sentence level 352

3https://universaldependencies.org
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Raw input !Nהלב לבית
Space-delimited tokens !Nהלב לבית!
Index 5 4 3 2 1
Segmentation !Nלב ה! בית! ה! ל!
POS ADJ DET NOUN DET ADP
Morphology Gender=Masc|Number=Sing PronType=Art Gender=Masc|Number=Sing PronType=Art -

Dependencies 3/amod 5/det 1/obj 3/def 0/ROOT
Token-level NER E-ORG B-ORG
Morpheme-level NER E-ORG I-ORG I-ORG B-ORG O

Table 3: Illustration of Evaluated Token and Morpheme-Based Downstream Tasks. The input is the two-word input
phrase “!Nהלב ”לבית (to the White House). Sequence and Hebrew text goes from right to left.

embedded vector representation associated with the353

special [CLS] BERT token).354

We used a version of the Hebrew Sentiment355

dataset which we corrected by removing the leaked356

samples and re-partitioned to add a development357

set. This version has a total of 8,465 samples.4. We358

fine-tuned all models for 15 epochs with 5 different359

seeds and report the mean accuracy.360

4.2 Token-Based Modeling361

Named Entity Recognition Here we assume a362

token-based sequence labeling model. The input363

comprises of the sequence of tokens in the sentence,364

and the output contains BIOSE tags indicating en-365

tity spans. By appending a token-classification366

head we predict NER class labels for each word367

vector provided by the PLM (in cases of multiple368

word pieces we use the first one).369

We evaluate this model on two corpora. We first370

evaluate on the BMC corpus which provides token-371

level annotations. It contains 3294 sentences and372

4600 entities, and has seven different entity cate-373

gories (DATE, LOC, MONEY, ORG, PER, PER-374

CENT, TIME). To remain compatible with the orig-375

inal work we train and test the models on the 3376

different splits as in Bareket and Tsarfaty (2020).5377

We then move to evaluate on the NEMO corpus378

which is an extension of the SPMRL dataset with379

Named Entities, marked by BIOSE tags. This cor-380

pus provides both token and morpheme based entity381

annotations, where the latter contains the accurate382

(token-internal) entity boundaries. The NEMO cor-383

pus has nine categories (ANG, DUC, EVE, FAC,384

GPE, LOC, ORG, PER, WOA). It contains 6220385

sentences and 7713 entities, and we used the stan-386

dard SPMRL train-dev-test. All sequence labeling387

models were trained for 15 epochs.388

4www.anonymous.org
5www.anonymous.org

4.3 Morpheme-Based Modeling 389

Modern Hebrew is a Semitic language with rich 390

morphology and complex orthography. As a re- 391

sult, the basic processing units in the language are 392

typically smaller than a given token’s span. To 393

probe AlephBERT’s capacity to accurately predict 394

such token-internal linguistic structure, we test our 395

models on five tasks that require knowledge of the 396

internal morphology of the raw tokens. The input 397

to all these tasks is a Hebrew sentence containing 398

raw space-delimited tokens: 399

• Segmentation 400

Output: A sequence of morphological seg- 401

ments representing basic processing units.6 402

• Part-of-Speech Tagging 403

Output: Segmentation of the tokens to basic 404

processing units as above, where each seg- 405

ment is tagged with its single disambiguated 406

part-of-speech tag. 407

• Morphological Tagging 408

Output: Segmentation of the tokens to basic 409

processing units as above, where each seg- 410

ment is tagged with a single POS tag and a set 411

of morphological features.7 412

• Dependency Parsing 413

Output: Segmentation of the tokens to basic 414

processing units as above, where each seg- 415

ment is tagged with a single POS tag and a set 416

of morphological features and assigned with 417

labeled dependency relations. 418

6These units comply with the 2-level representation of
tokens defined by UD, where each basic unit corresponds to a
single POS tag. https://universaldependencies.
org/u/overview/tokenization.html

7Equivalent to the AllTags evaluation metric
defined in the CoNLL18 shared task. https:
//universaldependencies.org/conll18/
results-alltags.html
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• Morpheme-Based NER419

Output: Segmentation of the tokens to basic420

processing as above, where each segment is421

tagged with a BIOSE tag indicating entity422

spans, along with the entity-type label.423

An illustration of these tasks is given in Table 3.424

In order to provide proper segmentation and la-425

beling for the aforementioned tasks we developed426

a model designated to produce the morphological427

segments of each word in context. This morpho-428

logical segmentation model consumes words and429

their associated contextualized embedded vectors430

(produced by a PLM), feeds them into a char-based431

seq2seq module and produces sub-token morpho-432

logical segments as output. The seq2seq module is433

composed of an encoder implemented as a simple434

char-based BiLSTM, and a decoder implemented435

as a char-based LSTM generating the output char-436

acter symbols, or a space symbol signalling the end437

of a morphological segment. We train the model438

for 15 epochs, optimized with next-character pre-439

diction loss. For tasks involving both segmentation440

and labeling (POS, Features, NER) we deploy an441

MTL (multi-task learning) setup. That is, when442

generating an end-of-segment symbol, the morpho-443

logical model then predicts task labels which can444

be one or more of the following: POS-tag, NER-445

tag, morphological features. In order to guide the446

training we optimize the combined segmentation447

and label prediction loss values.448

For the NER task, we design another setup in449

which we first segment the text, and feed the mor-450

phological segments into the PLM to produce con-451

textualized embedded vectors for the segments. We452

are then able to perform fine-tuning with a token453

classification attention head directly applied to the454

PLM output (similar to the way we fine-tune the455

PLM for the token-based NER task described in456

the previous section). We acknowledge the fact that457

we are fine-tuning the PLM using morphological458

segments even though it was originally pre-trained459

without any morphological knowledge but, as we460

shall see shortly, this seemingly unintuitive strategy461

performs surprisingly well.462

Finally, we set up a dependency parsing eval-463

uation pipeline. For this purpose we choose the464

standalone Hebrew parser offered by More et al.465

(2019) (a.k.a YAP) which was trained and produces466

SPMRL dependency labels. The morphological in-467

formation encoded in the PLMs is recovered for468

each word by our morphological extraction model469

and used as input features to the YAP standalone 470

parser. 471

4.3.1 Morpheme Level Evaluation 472

Aligned Segment The CoNLL18 Shared Task 473

evaluation campaign8 reports scores for segmen- 474

tation and POS tagging9 for all participating lan- 475

guages. For multi-segment words, the gold and pre- 476

dicted segments are aligned by their Longest Com- 477

mon Sub-sequence, and only matching segments 478

are counted as true positives. We use the script 479

to compare aligned segment and tagging scores 480

between oracle (gold) segmentation and realistic 481

(predicted) segmentation. 482

Aligned Multi-Set In addition we compute F1 483

scores similar to the aforementioned with a slight 484

but important difference as defined by More et al. 485

(2019) and Seker and Tsarfaty (2020). For each 486

word, counts are based on multi-set intersections of 487

the gold and predicted labels ignoring the order of 488

the segments while accounting for the number of 489

each segment. Aligned mset is based on set differ- 490

ence which acknowledges the possible undercover 491

of covert morphemes which is an appropriate mea- 492

sure of morphological accuracy. 493

Discussion To illustrate the difference between 494

aligned segment and aligned mset, let us take for 495

example the gold segmented tag sequence: b/IN, 496

h/DET, bit/NOUN and the predicted segmented tag 497

sequence b/IN, bit/NOUN. According to aligned 498

segment, the first segment (b/IN) is aligned and 499

counted as a true positive, the second segment how- 500

ever is considered as a false positive (bit/NOUN) 501

and false negative (h/DET) while the third gold seg- 502

ment is also counted as a false negative (bit/NOUN). 503

On the other hand with aligned mulit-set both b/IN 504

and bit/NOUN exist in the gold and predicted sets 505

and counted as true positives, while h/DET is mis- 506

matched and counted as a false negative. In both 507

cased the total counts across words in the entire 508

datasets are incremented accordingly and finally 509

used for computing Precision, Recall and F1. 510

5 Results 511

Sentence-Based Tasks Sentiment analysis accu- 512

racy results are provided in Table 4. All BERT- 513

based models substantially outperform the original 514

8https://universaldependencies.org/conll18/results.html
9respectively referred to as ’Segmented Words’ and

’UPOS’ in the CoNLL18 evaluation script
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Task NER (Token) Sentiment
Corpus NEMO BMC FB
Prev. SOTA 77.75 85.22 NA

mBERT 79.07 87.77 79.07
HeBERT 81.48 89.41 81.48

AlephBERTsmall 78.69 89.07 78.69
AlephBERTbase 84.91 91.12 84.91

Table 4: Token-based NER F1. Previous SOTA on both
corpora reported by the NEMO models of Bareket and
Tsarfaty (2020). Sentiment Analysis accuracy on the
corrected version of the Facebook corpus.

Task Segment POS Features UAS LAS
Prev. SOTA NA 90.49 85.98 75.73 69.41

mBERT 97.36 93.37 89.36 80.17 74.9
HeBERT 97.97 94.61 90.93 81.86 76.54

AlephBERTsmall 97.71 94.11 90.56 81.5 76.07
AlephBERTbase 98.10 94.90 91.41 82.07 76.9

Table 5: Morpheme-Based results on the SPMRL cor-
pus. Aligned MultiSet (mset) F1 for Segmentation, POS
tags and Morphological Features - previous SOTA re-
ported by (Seker and Tsarfaty, 2020) (POS) and (More
et al., 2019) (features). Labeled and Unlabeled Accu-
racy Scores for morphological-level Dependency Pars-
ing - previous SOTA reported by (More et al., 2019)
(uninfused/realistic scenario)

CNN Baseline reported by Amram et al. (2018).515

AlephBERTbase is setting new SOTA.516

Token-Based Tasks On our two NER bench-517

marks, we report F1 scores on the token-based518

fine-tuned model in Table 4. Although we see no-519

ticeable improvements for the mBERT and HeBert520

variants over the current SOTA, the most significant521

increase is achieved by AlephBERTbase.522

Morpheme-Based Tasks As a particular nov-523

elty of this work, we report BERT-based results524

on sub-token (segment-level) information. Specif-525

ically, we evaluate segmentation, POS, Morpho-526

logical Features, NER and dependencies compared527

against morphologically-labeled test sets. In all528

cases we use raw space-delimited tokens as input529

and produce morphological segments with our new530

morphological extraction model which uses BERT-531

based output as features.532

Table 5 presents evaluation results for the533

SPRML dataset as done in previous work on He-534

brew (More et al., 2019). We report aligned multi-535

set F1 scores for 3 tasks: segmentation, POS tag-536

ging, and morphological features extraction. In537

addition we report labeled and unlabeled accuracy538

Task Segment POS Features
Prev. SOTA NA 94.02 NA

mBERT 97.70 94.76 90.98
HeBERT 98.05 96.07 92.53

AlephBERTsmall 97.86 95.58 92.06
AlephBERTbase 98.20 96.20 93.05

Table 6: Morpheme-Based Aligned MultiSet (mset) F1
results on the UD corpus. Previous SOTA reported by
(Seker and Tsarfaty, 2020) (POS)

Task Segment POS Features
Prev. SOTA 96.03 93.75 91.24

mBERT 97.17 94.27 90.51
HeBERT 97.54 95.60 92.15

AlephBERTsmall 97.31 95.13 91.65
AlephBERTbase 97.70 95.84 92.71

Table 7: Morpheme-Based Aligned (CoNLL shared
task) F1 on the UD corpus. Previous SOTA reported by
Minh Van Nguyen and Nguyen (2021)

scores of the dependency trees produced by our 539

dependency parsing pipeline setup. We see that 540

segmentation results for all BERT-based models 541

are similar, in the high range of 97-98 F1 scores, 542

which are hard to improve further.10 For POS tag- 543

ging and morphological features, all BERT-based 544

models considerably outperform previous SOTA. 545

The most impressive improvement is observed 546

in dependency parsing attachment scores where 547

we observe a large gain compared to the previous 548

SOTA joint morpho-syntactic framework. It con- 549

firms the impact that morphological errors early 550

in the pipeline have on downstream tasks, and 551

highlight the importance of morphologically-driven 552

benchmark as part of any PLM evaluation. 553

In all tasks of the SPMRL dataset, we notice 554

a repeating trend placing AlephBERTbase as the 555

best model for all morphological tasks, indicating 556

that the improvement provided by the depth of the 557

model and a larger dataset does improve the ability 558

to capture token-internal structure. 559

These trends are replicated on the UD Hebrew 560

corpus, for two different evaluation metrics — the 561

Aligned MultiSet F1 Scores as in previous work on 562

Hebrew (More et al., 2019), (Seker and Tsarfaty, 563

2020), and the Aligned Segment F1 scores metrics 564

as described in the UD shared task (Zeman et al., 565

2018) — reported in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. 566

10Some of these errors are due to annotation errors, or truly
ambiguous cases.
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Architecture Pipeline Pipeline MultiTask
Segmentation (Oracle) (Predicted)

Task Seg NER Seg NER Seg NER
Prev. SOTA 100.00 79.10 95.15 69.52 97.05 77.11

mBERT 100.00 77.92 97.68 72.72 97.24 72.97
HeBERT 100.00 82 98.15 76.74 97.92 74.86

AlephBERTsmall 100.00 79.44 97.78 73.08 97.74 72.46
AlephBERTbase 100.00 83.94 98.29 80.15 98.19 79.15

Table 8: Morpheme-Based NER F1 on the NEMO cor-
pus. Previous SOTA reported by Bareket and Tsarfaty
(2020) for the Pipeline (Oracle), Pipeline (Predicted)
and a Hybrid (almost-joint) scenarios, respectively.

Morpheme-Based NER Earlier in this section567

we considered NER as a token-based task that sim-568

ply requires fine-tuning on the token level. How-569

ever, this setup is not accurate enough and less570

useful for downstream tasks, since the exact entity571

boundaries are often token internal (Bareket and572

Tsarfaty, 2020). We hence report morpheme-based573

NER evaluation, respecting exact boundaries of en-574

tity mentions. To obtain morpheme-based labeled-575

span of Named Entities we could either employ576

a pipeline, first predicting segmentation and then577

applying a fine tuned labeling model directly on the578

segments, or employ multi-task model and predict579

NER labels while performing segmentation.580

Table 8 presents segmentation and NER results581

for three different scenarios: (i) pipeline assuming582

gold segmentation (ii) pipeline assuming predicted583

segmentation (iii) segmentation and NER labels ob-584

tained jointly in multi-task setup. AlephBERTbase585

consistently scores highest in all 3 setups.586

Looking at the Pipeline-Predicted scores, there587

is a clear correlation between a higher segmenta-588

tion quality of a PLM and its ability to produce589

better NER results. Moreover, the differences590

in NER scores are considerable (unlike the sub-591

tle differences in segmentation, POS and morpho-592

logical features scores) and draw our attention to593

the relationship between the size of the PLM, the594

size of the pre-training data and the quality of595

the final NER models. Specifically, HeBERT and596

AlephBERTsmall were both pre-trained on similar597

datasets and comparable vocabulary sizes (heBERT598

with 30K and AlephBERT-small with 52K) but599

HeBERT, with its 12 hidden layers, performs bet-600

ter compared to AlephBERTsmall which is com-601

posed of only 6 hidden layers. It thus appears that602

semantic information is learned in those deeper603

layers helping in both discriminating entities and604

improving the overall morphological segmenta-605

tion capacity. In addition, comparing HeBERT606

to AlephBERTbase we point to the fact that they607

are both modeled with the same 12 hidden layer 608

architecture, the only differences between them are 609

in the size of their vocabularies (30K vs 52K re- 610

spectively) and the size of the training data (Oscar- 611

Wikipedia vs Oscar-Wikipedia-Tweets). The im- 612

provements exhibited by AlephBERTbase, com- 613

pared to HeBERT, suggests that it is a result of 614

the large amounts of training data and larger vo- 615

cabulary. By exposing AlephBERTbase to a sub- 616

stantially larger amount of text we increased the 617

ability of the PLM to encode syntactic and seman- 618

tic signals associated with Named Entities. Finally, 619

our NER experiments suggest that a pipeline com- 620

posed of our near-perfect morphological segmenta- 621

tion model followed by AlephBERTbase augmented 622

with a token classification head is the best strategy 623

for generating morphologically-aware NER labels. 624

6 Conclusion 625

Modern Hebrew, a morphologically-rich and 626

medium-resource language, has for long suffered 627

from a gap in the resources available for NLP ap- 628

plications, and lower level of empirical results than 629

observed in other, resource-rich languages. This 630

work provides the first step in remedying the situ- 631

ation, by making available a large Hebrew PLM, 632

nicknamed AlephBERT, with larger vocabulary and 633

larger training set than any Hebrew PLM before, 634

and with clear evidence as to its empirical advan- 635

tages. Crucially, we propose a language-agnostic 636

pipeline with a morphological disambiguation com- 637

ponent that does not require any particular (possi- 638

bly noisy) pre-processing. This opens the door for 639

developing an entire suite of morphological bench- 640

marks for testing PLMs for MRLs. AlephBERTbase 641

obtains state-of-the-art results on the tasks of mor- 642

phological segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, 643

morphological feature extraction, dependency pars- 644

ing, named-entity recognition, and sentiment analy- 645

sis outperforming both multilingual (mBERT) and 646

language-specific (HeBERT) PLMs. Our proposed 647

morphologically-driven test benchmarks serve as a 648

solid foundation for future development and evalu- 649

ation of Hebrew and MRLs in general. 650
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